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It’s 2009 and you’re travelling home from work.
What would you have been doing? Would you
have been sitting in the backseat of an Uber?
Firing off WhatsApp messages? Or perhaps
scrolling through Instagram, with your other eye
on the Carat Trends Report on your iPad?

In the past ten years, Carat Trends has become
a trusted compass for brands navigating in a
fast-changing world. In 2018, eight out of ten
predictions came true by the year-end. In the year
of Expanding Connectivity, we urge our readers
to ask themselves the following questions:

In fact, of all these, only the Carat Trends Report
existed ten years ago – the first of its kind at the time.
On its tenth anniversary, we focus on an overarching
trend that has made all of those innovations - and
many more - possible, Expanding Connectivity. So
many of the trends we have seen emerging in media
would not be possible without faster connections.
Connectivity has taken technology, and especially
mobile capabilities, further than we could have
imagined at the time of that first report. In early
2009, the first 3G iPhone had only just arrived in
stores. Getting GPS directions to your phone was
still to come. AR stood for Annual Reports, not as a
shorthand for a virtual fitting room on your mobile.

→→ Should we be creating new products and
services for a more connected world?

This increased connectivity will reach a new
milestone in 2019 when the roll-out of 5G begins in
cities around the world. 5G will be up to 20 times
faster than 4G. At this speed, a two-hour movie
downloads in less than four seconds. The same
film would take 26 hours to download over 3G.

→→ Do we have the right technical capabilities
to deal with a world in which mobiles are
so much faster than ever before?
→→ Do we know what market segments,
services or products will be impacted
fastest by expanding connectivity?
→→ How much will we have to change our
approach to brand experiences at all
stages of the consumer journey?
→→ Will expanding connectivity change
what we are measuring and how?
The implications of expanding connectivity will be felt
over the long term. However, there are manifestations
that we believe will grow in prominence during 2019.

5G speeds will increase the power of enhanced
experiences and connectivity enormously, with
significant implications and advantages for businesses
that can evolve with this change as consumers adapt.
Areas such as healthcare, entertainment, financial
services, and smart cities are full of unprecedented
opportunities, but also unprecedented pressure
to meet growing customer expectations. In-turn,
it will change the propositions brands make to
consumers and bring new entrants to the market.
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So here they are. Ten trends for
2019. In each case we consider
why this is happening right now
and who might be the winners and
losers. What might be the impact,
or implications, for your brand?

1.

Contextual Commerce

2.

Experiential eCommerce

3.

Games in Messaging

4. Life as a Service
5.

‘By Invitation’

6.

Smart Out Of Home

7.

Design from Data

8. Targeting Post GDPR
9.

The Advent of 5G

10. Digital Detox
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1. Contextual Commerce
25 years ago on 5th July 1994, Amazon went live.
It has since become the world’s largest online
retailer, now worth nearly $1tr, selling and delivering
millions of items a day in multiple countries. It has
broadened its offer from books to almost every
category, and is entering new markets seemingly
every week, including own-label goods.
Amazon offers a destination for people wanting
to buy…almost anything. But its marketplace
works best when you know what you want, just
as Google excels when you need the answer to a
specific question. Social networks stole a march
on Google because they were able to provide
answers and inspiration for people with less definite
questions in mind (where should I go tonight?).
In just the same way, shopping via social feeds
could become the better option for people who
do not know precisely what they want to buy.
In China, services like WeChat already operate as
marketplaces, on top of their social and messaging
functions. Over 200m of WeChat’s 1bn members
have registered their payment details, and can buy
from merchants on the platform, as well as ordering
taxis and transferring money to friends. It all takes
place within the app, rather than a destination site.
In the West, this behaviour is already emerging,
through apps like Depop and Poshmark, that resemble
a mobile-only version of eBay, where anyone can
open a store. The experience, however, is more like
Instagram than eBay: you browse a feed looking for
inspiration; when you find something you like, you can
see similar items from the seller or other merchants.
Payment is not yet seamless however – users have to
go to the merchant’s page and input their details.
Instagram is on a similar journey. It has been rolling
out tools to let users find and buy products from

brands they follow, and from advertisers. Initially
Instagram allowed merchants to tag items in pictures
– people could tap to see prices and more – and then
go through to a 3rd party site to make the purchase.
Instagram is slowly making this a frictionless process.
In late 2018, it announced features allowing users to
bookmark products they like, to view later. In some
respects, this is a shopping cart – and surely it can’t
be long before Instagram add their payment and
delivery functionality and become a shopping app!
If it works for Instagram, it must be a likely feature
for Facebook, just as ‘Stories’ has been adopted
by the parent brand . Other social apps also show
signs of integrating shopping features, especially
Pinterest, with its ‘Product Pins’ that enable brands
to ensure details are up to date, no matter how
long ago a picture was ‘pinned’, and Snapchat,
which is giving its top brands and influencers the
tools to sell, and has experimented with a sales
channel ‘Shop or Cop’ within its Discover section.

Social media is
evolving from a
marketing channel
into a sales channel
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Winners:

We expect sellers of small ticket items, and
spontaneous purchases to benefit most
from this trend. But influencers may be the
biggest winners of all – they know how best
to get engagement on social platforms, and
have loyal fans with the potential to become
shoppers. Influencer economics could change
– instead of being paid to endorse a brand,
they may take a commission from sales.

Losers:

Traditional retailers and ecommerce sites have most
to lose – with competition from another front, in
an already cut-throat marketplace. Amazon has
the resources to adapt – it already runs influencer
programmes for example, and could provide
fulfilment to contextual sales – but smaller sites and
retailers face another high-profile, disruptive force.

Implications:

Contextual commerce will bring commerce into
places where people normally go to find content,
making almost everything ‘shoppable’. Being
able to sell in places where people expect to
be entertained will bring new opportunities, but
also its own challenges – the sell must be able
to compete with everything else on the page.
Commerce will become more spontaneous, and
paired with rapid delivery will heighten consumer
expectations in availability and fulfilment.
Commerce will become more social. Its presence
on social platforms will bring greater opportunities
to share news of purchases, and even create
group buying opportunities: ‘the price will fall by
10% if we can sell 200 in the next ten minutes’.
Finally, commerce can be more closely linked
to news and key moments for consumers,
including rapid response to cultural events like
red carpet appearances, and even memes.
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The rise of Contextual
Commerce = A golden
age of impulse buying?

2. Experiential eCommerce
eCommerce has traditionally been stripped of
experience. Amazon has made a strength of this –
optimising its site to remove unwanted experiences
and making the process as simple as possible, with
default settings for payment and delivery, saving
shoppers the tyranny of choice - and time.
High street retailers are finding that one way to fight
back is to offer something more experiential. Canada
Goose has installed sub-zero temperature changing
rooms. Story, a store in New York now owned by
Macy’s, “refits” every 6-8 weeks around a different
theme, to offer shoppers an ever-fresh experience.
Apple stores are event venues, with everything from
musical performances to coding lessons to attract
shoppers. Camp, a new toy store from BuzzFeed,
creates environments for customers to take photos
of their purchases, to share on social media.
This trend is now making its way into ecommerce,
as sites and services offer added features and
engagement to increase appeal, and drive sales.
Some are using augmented reality to give shoppers
more ways to interact and explore what they are
buying. Pure Cycles, a US retailer, sells online with
tools from the shopping technology company
Shopify. In addition to pictures, customers can tap
on an AR icon, and see the bike come to life in front
of them. You can ‘walk around’ the bike, go in close,
and even show it to your friends. It works in a similar
way to Ikea’s Place app – which lets you virtually
place items from the catalogue into your home –
but Shopify’s technology works through the mobile
web, rather than requiring an app download.

Domino’s Pizza has also tried AR features. In 2018 it
ran a promotion with Snapchat that let users project
an AR pizza box on the table in front of them.
If they tapped on the box they could order a pizza.
Clearly, this is fiddlier than just ordering via the app,
but it’s also more fun, and this matters to some
audiences. Domino’s has now integrated a feature,
in which people can construct their own pizza in AR,
and then order. It definitely differentiates them from
the competition, and supports their innovative image.
Adidas is another brand using AR as a sales tool.
In December 2018 it launched an experience
around its ‘Ultraboost 19’ trainers, which allowed
fans to see an unboxing in AR within Snapchat,
before virtually trying the shoes on.
Another trend out of China is a form of live
shopping via a feed. ShopShops lets influencers
shop from high street retailers (with their full
permission), and broadcast their own version of a
TV shopping channel via their phones. Fans can
interact, as they would to any live stream, but in
this case, they can ask to see the products and
features, and buy as they watch the show.
Facebook is trialling a version of this in Thailand.
Merchants can show their products on Facebook
Live videos, and if people want to buy they
only need to take a screenshot, and send it
via Messenger to the seller. Payment is also
made via Messenger. It’s less seamless than
ShopShops, but could be equally effective.

From one-click purchases
to augmented online
shopping – eCommerce
comes to life
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This trend is happening now for two reasons: the rise of experience in retail, and the growing
richness of the online experience. Live video streaming and AR technologies are now mainstream
for phone users, where only a few years ago both were distant dreams for most.

Winners:

Implications:

Influencers are well placed to benefit– many are
already trusted as endorsers of products; now
they will have more opportunities to demonstrate
product features and attributes to their followers.

There will be a great opportunity to bring products
to life – whether it’s something like a bicycle or a
car, or a new brand trying to cut through, it will
be a good way to bring customers closer to the
brand. However, additional layers of technology can
further exacerbate the divide between committed
online shoppers and lovers of the high street.

Products that are a more considered buy, or
where customers want to explore, configure, or
personalise before buying. It will also be a great
way for brands to introduce new products.

Losers:

Experiential commerce will bring additional
cost and complexity to online selling – making
videos, producing AR experiences and
more. Brands unable to make this investment
will be left behind by those that can.

As eCommerce becomes more experiential, the
boundaries between marketing and sales blur.
Augmented reality and live video are already used
in marketing, and can now be applied to conversion.
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3. Games in Messaging
Messaging is one of the oldest features of the internet.
In fact, email between computers was popular
even before the creation of the world wide web.
Communication is a human need and online,
people are finding new and faster ways to reach
each other. In the early days of the web, instant
messaging offered an advantage over email in that
it was almost instantaneous. It developed its own
slang (LOL) and features (emoticons :-) and became
a far less formal way to communicate than email.
Smartphones quickly introduced mobile IM
(cheaper, faster and richer than SMS), again
giving an instant way to communicate. Following
the lead of Apple’s Facetime in 2010, apps like
WhatsApp, Facebook Messenger, and Snapchat
started to work on the addition of one-to-one
video chat to their messengers. Now these
apps are bringing in group video chat, first
pioneered by the HouseParty app in 2017.
As connectivity expands, more features get
added, and this year we have seen both
Facebook Messenger and Snapchat add
AR games to their messaging products.
Facebook now offers several games to play while
chatting. ‘Don’t Blink’ challenges all those on the call
to keep their eyes open for as long as possible. Facial
recognition spots closed eyes; the first one to blink
loses and the other players get virtually ‘crowned’.

Snapchat’s version is called Snappables, using Snap’s
familiar lens formats. Brands are able to sponsor
these, and so far several, including Dunkin Donuts
and the gaming company King have done so.
Boundaries between gaming and messaging are
blurring. Almost all mobile games now include
a messaging element (worrying for parents who
might not mind kids playing games, but don’t
want them able to easily connect to strangers.)
Tencent, which owns WeChat, also has several
globally popular gaming titles, including Fortnite
and Honor of Kings. Tencent now owns about 12%
of Snap, making it more likely that Snapchat will
become a gaming destination going forward.
Facebook is adding other sorts of entertainment
to its Messenger. Just as video is becoming a big
focus on its app, with its ‘Watch’ tab, it now allows
friends to watch videos together within Messenger.
This is part of a bigger push for messaging apps
to become more central to people’s lives. Just as
the Chinese super app WeChat blurs boundaries
between messaging, social networking, commerce
and entertainment, there is potential for others to do
the same. The more users can do within one app, the
longer they are likely to spend with the application.
This trend is happening now for two reasons:
the rise of experience in retail, and the growing
richness of the online experience. Live video
streaming and AR technologies are now
mainstream for phone users, where only a few
years ago both were distant dreams for most.

Playful messaging
is an opportunity
for playful brands
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Winners:

Playful brands. Brands that have earned a right
to be part of a game played between friends will
be the most natural participants in this trend.

Losers:
Messaging is fundamentally ‘dark social’ – it is not
easy for brands to track and monitor. An increase
in messaging activity hinders brands and agencies’
abilities to understand what is being discussed by
consumers. When public blog posts and tweets
are being replaced with private messages and
disappearing ‘Stories’, social media faces a reduction
in available data.

Implications:

Messaging apps are becoming about more than
just messaging – more social, more playful, and
more central to people’s lives. Just as the Chinese
app WeChat is an amalgam of different services
that we can recognise, Western messaging
apps will also start to include more features,
and capture more time from their users at the
expense of other apps. What we see now as
‘messaging’ could eventually become bigger
than ‘social’ (although features will overlap).
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4. Life as a Service
We are seeing a shift in focus for many physical
brands as they try to become ‘a service to
subscribe to’ as well as a product to buy.
For the past decade, brands like Netflix and
Spotify have encouraged people to subscribe
to an ‘all you can eat’ service, rather than buy
bits of content, like CDs and downloads.
We then saw the rise of new brands, like Dollar Shave
Club, Birch Box, and Graze, as well as vegetable
boxes and meal kits, encouraging people to get
the benefit of a regular delivery in exchange for a
financial commitment. For merchants, the trick is to
get a recurring payment that they can rely on (maybe
with extra payments on top). In the US, the level of
recurring payments for services like Netflix, Amazon
Prime is expected to reach nearly $500bn in 2021.
Over 80% of American households with income over
$112,000 per year have an Amazon Prime membership.
Regular payments give companies more certain
revenue, but also data that they can use to
calculate lifetime values and future demand.
In 2018 we’ve seen a growing link between brand
membership and service development in categories
from babycare to telcos, and games to coffee:

Winners:

Brands with a strong proposition and daily or
weekly usage cycles, whether you are coffee, taxis,
entertainment or an entirely different category.
There will be huge scope for experimentation
and testing different hypotheses on pricing,
fulfilment and lifetime customer value.

Losers:

It’s possible that brands may be seen as
simply a low value, commodified utility over
time, so unless they keep their offering ‘special’
they may find themselves disrupted by
cheaper or better branded competitors.

Xbox now offers an Xbox All Access package,
where gamers pay a monthly fee for a new
games console, access to a ‘Netflix for games’
portal with over 100 games, including new ones
as soon as they are released, and membership
of an online network for multiplayer games.
Nespresso heavily discounts it coffee machines, for
those that subscribe to delivery of its coffee pods.
Uber and Lyft are both introducing membership
models which give passengers more control over
the price of rides (no surges!) for a monthly fee,
plus other discounts. Lyft even has an option that
lets passengers pay $300 for up to 30 trips of $15
or less over the course of a month – an option
that will compete with car ownership for many.
This trend is happening now for two reasons:
the rise of experience in retail, and the growing
richness of the online experience. Live video
streaming and AR technologies are now
mainstream for phone users, where only a few
years ago both were distant dreams for most.
What these ‘Life as a Service’ examples have in
common is that they have been made possible
through analysis of increasingly accurate customer
data, and the desire to make customer relationships
more service focussed and continuous.

Implications:

Service design is something every company
needs to consider in their product and business
architecture. However, LaaS should be deployed
carefully, with factors like the value proposition and
frequency of purchase, core to building service into
the offering.
Brands selling physical products need to think
how to create a service – and how to keep the
experience of using it special, with the likes of oneoffs, birthday deliveries, and layers of membership
personalising the offering.
It may be better to partner with an existing service,
or find a complimentary service than establish your
own, depending on the role your brand is trying to
play in its customers’ lives.
Lots of data will be created – how can this be used?
(See the trend ‘Design from Data’ for possible
examples!)
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Don’t just buy – sign
up for a lifestyle!

5. ‘By Invitation’
If the subscription model comes with the risk of
commoditization, another trend emerging can help
mitigate that risk. Some brands are creating free
‘clubs’ for enthusiasts and advocates, bringing them
closer to the brand and fostering a community.
Social media has been mainstream for more than a
decade, and many brands have millions of likes or
connections, but these have ceased to be meaningful
for many. Liking a company on Facebook or following
on Twitter is not a reliable signal of true engagement.
Of note in 2018 is the rise of private groups on
Facebook, which has slowly become the new home of
forums. Just as sites like IMDB have closed theirs down,
Facebook has filled the vacuum with its ‘Groups’
feature. Groups can be set up for enthusiasts of any
topic, and can also be set to ‘private’ with moderators
needing to approve prospective members.
Brands as diverse as Starbucks, Peloton, and
Conde Naste Traveller have set up groups,
to allow their fans a safe place to chat.
Starbucks owns the Leaf Rakers Society, a closed
group of 37,000 members. People can post their
positive thoughts about Autumn and Winter,
interspersed with announcements from Starbucks.
Peloton, the smart cycling machine, has a community
of over 100,000 posting regularly. People swap tips,
post about their workouts, discuss with instructors, and
provide support and encouragement to each other.

Conde Naste Traveller has set up a ‘Women
Who Travel’ board, so that women can
compare experiences and share tips. It has
nearly 120,000 members and is very active.
Instagram’s ‘private account’ feature is another
space for fans of brands. Everlane, a luxury
clothing brand, has over 400,000 followers on
Instagram for its main @Everlane account. It now
has a second account, @EverlaneDesign, set to
private, and only accepting a handful of new
followers a day. Only real fans will discover it, and
for those, acceptance as a follower is a real treat.
Another example is The Vurger Co, a London
vegan restaurant, which has a second, private
Instagram account called @thevurgercosecretmenu
used to post off-menu items that you can
only order if you are in the know.
Finally, Nike has brought this idea to physical retail
and spaces. Its NikePlus app, which is over ten years
old, has become a great way of segmenting those
serious about sport from those who buy Nike as
leisurewear. NikePlus is free to join, but only those who
train regularly will use it and Nike now gives special
perks to members in its flagship stores. In fact, the
Nike by Melrose store in LA, is only open to NikePlus
members. This not only rewards the serious fans, but
gives others a reason to get involved with NikePlus.
In an age of digital plenty, creating scarcity
is becoming a winning brand strategy.
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Winners:

Brands that stand for something and diversify
their offer can create pockets of excitement.
They could be niche, cult, for early adopters,
for a specific group (vegans, triathletes), or just
glamourous and desirable in a mainstream
way like a sportswear or luxury brand.

Losers:

Brands that haven’t been able to premiumise
part of their offering to stay exclusive, and brands
that don’t have a clear purpose have the most
to fear. If your customers only buy because you
are convenient or easy to find, beware the niche
competitor who stands for something.

Implications:

‘By Invitation’ is a great way to bring scarcity back into the digital world, and make customers feel special, either
through tangible advantages or a sense of being ‘in the know’ and part of a club.
It’s also possible, having identified and separated a small group of enthusiasts, to offer small batches or
products, personalisation, and other features that are less easy once a brand becomes mainstream and ‘mass’.

In an age of
digital plenty,
creating
scarcity is
becoming a
winning brand
strategy
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6. Smart Out Of Home
In ancient Egypt, the government posted laws
and regulations by carving images into stones.
Out of Home (OOH) can lay claim to being
the original advertising medium, but over the
past decade the industry has become ‘smart’
through digital out of home units. Digital is now
more than 50% of out of home ad spend in more
advanced markets, notably the US and UK.
Digital out of home has the ability to change the
message rapidly, for example in response to a trigger
like the weather or even the result of a game of
football. It is still a mass medium, seen by millions,
but digital elements bring new advantages; it is also
one digital medium that need not fear ad blockers!
Many brands are taking advantage of this.
Diageo is extending the time of its out of home
buys. A 2018 campaign was bought over six
months, across five brands within its portfolio Gordon’s, Tanqueray, Captain Morgan, Smirnoff
and Smirnoff Cider – each triggered by data sets
including weather, time of day and location.
Others, like retail brands, will use out of home
to drive sales, knowing they can link creative
to their databases, so they need never risk
advertising an item that has already sold out.
Digital is unleashing fresh creativity in out of home,
especially in campaigns designed to make the
world a better place: a campaign in Sweden

this winter directs homeless people to shelters
when the temperature falls. The Route was a
campaign in Brazil that linked roadside poster
sites to emergency vehicle satnavs – if emergency
services were on call they could activate the
posters to ask drivers to clear the inside lane.
Digital is also driving synergy with other media. Huq
is a start-up that uses location data from people’s
phones to better inform out of home targeting. It
is also possible to re-target mobile users on their
devices, based on recent location, meaning a person
passing an out of home ad for a new movie during the
day can be targeted with a complimentary ad that
evening, while checking social feeds on their phone.
This connectivity is behind some interesting M&A
activity. In the UK, Global - owner of radio stations like
Capital, and the programmatic audio ad exchange
DAX - has bought OOH companies, Primesight and
Exterion. The potential to combine the targeting
and reach of outdoor with mobile is now real.
Finally, we’re seeing innovation in out of home.
Grabb-It is a US start-up putting screens into the rear
windows of Ubers in San Francisco. When the Uber
travels between riders – i.e. no passenger is in the
back – it can show ads on the passenger windows,
targeted based on location, time of day and so on.

Out of home is the
only ad-block-proof
digital medium
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Winners:

Companies who like the agility of being able to
target mass audiences based on different criteria,
like location and weather, perhaps across a portfolio
of brands. Small brands may turn to OOH for the first
time, now that it offers more precision and flexibility.

Losers:

Out of home operators without a digital estate have
most to lose. Their sites will become increasingly
marginalised and unattractive to buyers.

Implications:

Smart Out Of Home could open up the medium
to those who do not currently use it, and attract
increased budget from others. This will include
companies with portfolios of brands that will be
relevant to different people at different times, and
also to smaller brands who had previously found
it too expensive or inflexible a medium to use.
It should also see the rise of ‘moments-based’
planning in out of home – are there specific times
and places where a message will resonate, and
can sites be found that make this possible?
We will also see much more synergy between OOH
and other media, particularly mobile (both are
location-based), and more synergy with retail.
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7. Design from Data
The more connected the world becomes, the
more data it generates. Until recently, this data
was mainly used for insights that could help
create and target new campaigns, but now
we are seeing data help create the products
and services that are making it to market.
It can be seen almost as a re-invention of traditional
market research. Instead of using specific questions,
human behaviour can be observed, collated, analysed
and implemented, bringing near-instant changes.
Netflix was an early advocate of using its data to
inform creative decisions. When producing House of
Cards, it could see from its own viewing data that a
political thriller starring Kevin Spacey and directed by
David Fincher had a strong chance of success. It is
possible to over-state the power of this data however;
several subsequent shows have been cancelled
after they failed to live up to their initial promise, for
example the $200m loss-making Marco Polo in 2016.

Metallica, the veteran heavy metal band, uses
Spotify data to tailor its set-list to different cities
on its tour schedule. They may not play a different
set each night, but this ‘design from data’ lets them
add a local variation that is sure to go down well.
Choosy is an American-Chinese fast-fashion start up.
Design from Data generally favours bigger, established
brands (& bands), with lots of their own data, or
access to data from partnerships. But Choosy shows
it can be done by new companies too. By regularly
checking what influencers and celebrities like Rihanna
are wearing, they know the “looks” most likely to be
in demand. They check Instagram posts with lots
of comments like ‘where can I buy this?’ ‘I want one
of those’ and similar – and have the ability to make
near copies and have them on sale within days.
All of this is possible because of the wealth of
data being created every day, largely through the
increased connectivity that we all experience.

Many other companies are now using data to create
new products and services with great success.
Amazon has recently created its own department
store, the 4-star store, stocked with products in
six categories that score 4 stars or higher on its
site. Amazon has probably the world’s best data
source on product popularity and quality, giving it
an advantage over retailers using focus groups to
make judgements on which products to list. Amazon
augments this process too, drawing on its unique
insight into what is popular, to remove the threat
of unscrupulous manufacturers faking ratings.

Data can be a
brand’s own,
can come from a
partner, or can be
publicly available
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Winners:

Established brands with access to lots of their
own data (or strong partnerships with data rich
companies like Spotify) are the best placed
to take advantage of Design from Data.

Losers:

Conversely, new brands with less cumulative data
will be flying blind. These brands will need to work
out how to use publicly available data – Instagram
likes and comments, Google Maps ratings and more
– for guidance.

Implications:

Design from Data offers an opportunity for
innovation, based on large amounts of data, reliably
sourced. It should lead to big benefits in both
products and services, but is not a replacement for
sense-checking and human intervention.
There are lots of links to other trends this year,
particularly ‘Contextual Commerce’ – data can
be used to curate what is being sold to different
audiences on social platforms. As connectivity
expands, more data will flow. 5G will bring more
data from phones, wearable devices, sensors and
even cars, that will give the potential for ever better
innovations.
The trend could also lead to brands taking more
active control over their own data, including data
from retailers, or even vertical integration, so that
they own the entire process from manufacturing to
retail, and with it, the whole picture.

Old dog, new
tricks: the older
the organisation
the more data they
have available
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8. Targeting Post GDPR
GDPR, the EU’s General Data Protection Regulation,
came into force in May 2018. It makes it harder for
companies to use data for targeting, unless consent
has been explicitly obtained – for example by
accepting the use of targeting cookies on a website.
Prior to GDPR many companies had been
targeting using a combination of data sources,
for example email addresses fused with cookie
data from consumer’s internet use, bought from a
third-party ad tech company. This approach has
been more problematic, so many are looking for
legally compliant ways to get the right messages
in front of the right people, at the right time.
The result is a renaissance of context. In classical
targeting, you target based on an audience (adults
16–24, people who have visited your site within the
past week and so on) or a context (based on the
subject matter like Cars, Fashion, Finance etc.) GDPR
rules make very specific audience targeting harder,
but the rules say nothing about targeting by context.
Illuma is a UK-based start-up that is using AI to
make contextual targeting work more effectively. It
places ads within its network (generally premium news
content), and once an ad works, based on metrics
from an ad server, it looks for similar pages elsewhere.
Many of these cues come from the subject matter,
but other attributes, including length of the article,
photography and tone of writing are considered.

Several newspapers, including The New York Times,
Washington Post, News UK and other content
sites like ESPN are taking context a step further
by looking at the emotions an article is likely to
trigger, and tying ads to that context. Through
algorithms and research, they find articles that
particular messages are likely to work best against,
and increase the saliency of advertising as a result.
Others are working on technology that adapts the
message of an ad to the moment that it is seen.
Digital Content Optimisation (DCO) is a growing field
within ad tech. Companies like Spirable, A Million
Ads, and Ad-Lib are able to create ads in real-time
based on cues like approximate location, time of day,
weather, temperature and more, to make the ad feel
as personal as possible, all within the GDPR rules.
All of this is made possible by the increased speed
of connection and processing in the cloud; ads
like these can have millions of permutations, and
creating a campaign can feel more like a ‘choose
your own adventure’ than telling a story.
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Winners:

Brands willing to experiment will be best placed to
learn. They will also need to link media to business
outcomes so that they can compare different
techniques.

Losers:

Brands reliant on non-compliant databases
and customer lists for targeting are already
suffering. Similarly, media owners and ad tech
companies who focussed on audience targeting
have to adjust to the new regulation.

Implications:

Restrictions placed on targeting by GDPR are
making agencies and brands focus more on context
and ‘moments’ to deliver messages that resonate.
There’s a need for new ways to measure both how
consumers react to different types of content, and
how advertising works in this context, so that we
understand how messages hit home.
Targeting based on context and content is almost
inevitably going to be appear more expensive than
audience-based targeting, unless we are able
to measure and understand the resulting uplift in
performance.

Context is the
new cookie
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9. The Advent of 5G
We’ve been trying for ten years, but it remains
very hard to see into the future. But one thing
we can predict without fear of contradiction,
is that data usage is going to rise.
There are now nearly 8bn mobile connections
around the world, rising at over 100m per quarter,
with 5.7bn mobile broadband connections. Mobile
subscription penetration per person is above 100%
everywhere apart from Africa (82%), and India (87%),
and not surprisingly these are both growing fast.
4G connectivity overtook 3G in Europe in 2017, having
only been introduced in 2010, driving global mobile
data consumption from 0.3 exabytes in 2010 to over 17
exabytes in 2018. It is projected to reach 49 exabytes
in 2021. (One exabyte is one billion gigabytes.)
Faster connectivity has sped-up much of modern life,
and increased the use of high-bandwidth services. In
the early days of Twitter, people joked at the banality
of tweets like ‘I’m having a sandwich’. Now many
people’s Instagram stories are just as inconsequential,
but they exist as video and image, rather than text.
The biggest new app of 2018 was TikTok, the Chinese
video app, that started life as Musically in 2014. It
is simply short videos of people miming to music or
doing their own comedy skits. It’s an app that would
not have run well on most phones a few years ago,
but its time has come in 2019, when everyone can
upload and view as much video as they want.

Winners:

Brands with lots of video assets and a strong story
to tell will have many more opportunities to express
themselves, including (potentially) in virtual reality.

Losers:

Everything will have to work instantly, and give a
great experience. Brand sites and apps, shopping
sites, even physical locations that don’t immediately
perform will be abandoned by consumers. Brands
will need to work on their user experience to ensure
they don’t lose out.

Implications:

Faster data will bring more opportunities for video,
content, commerce, and data. People will be
even more connected, leading to big changes
in work, business, health and life. Applications
that currently use too much data to be practical
will start to take off, including virtual reality.
The Internet of Things will connect people
throughout the day through sensors and
wearables. Cloud-based processing will speed
up, bringing benefits of artificial intelligence, for
example facial recognition in fighting crime.

Connectivity will get faster. 2019 brings a number of
trials of 5G, prior to a full roll-out in 2020. Ericsson
projects that by 2024, 55% of mobile subscriptions
in the US will be 5G. Other markets will grow less
fast, but will still be significant. By 2024 video is
predicted to account for 74% of mobile data traffic.
5G will be up to 20 times faster than 4G, making a fulllength HD movie download a matter of seconds. It
will mean the end of buffering, and potentially an even
more pronounced shift to video. As we have moved
from text to audio to video, some audio content forms
like podcasts might find themselves under threat.

Scream if you
want to go faster
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From text to audio.
From video to VR. The
story of Expanding
Connectivity is a story of
ever-richer experiences

10. Digital Detox
Our final trend may come as a surprise, given
the focus on increased connectivity, data usage,
richer services and greater experience. We are
seeing signs that people are trying to ‘detox’
from digital technology. Research by consumer
profiling firm GlobalWebIndex showed that, in
2018, nearly 20% of people in the UK and US had
tried a digital detox (complete abstinence). A
further 50% had tried ‘dieting’ (cutting down).
We are seeing more and more examples of
phones being banned in public life, for example
in restaurant chains like Frankie & Benny’s, and
at schools. France has banned phones for
secondary school pupils; les enfants have quickly
adjusted to talking to each other again.
We’re also seeing a rash of new initiatives from
technology companies, helping people to be more
conscious and mindful of their usage. Apple has
introduced Screen Time: a weekly report that lets
you know how much time you spent with your device,
broken down into different apps and categories of use.

Facebook, Instagram and YouTube have all introduced
settings that people can use to nudge them if they
have used the service heavily. Clearly none of these
services want people to stop altogether, but nudges
that help people be more selective and enjoy their
time more, may also make them more responsive
to ads they see, and more likely to keep returning.
Finally, we are seeing companies reward people
for not using their devices. Hold is an app created
by Norwegian students, which gives people points
in exchange for time not using their phones. It’s
only available in Scandinavia and the UK, and
gives ‘players’ points for each 20 minutes that they
keep their phone locked. There’s a league table
for college and friendship groups, and points can
be exchanged for items such as free popcorn,
free trial membership of streaming services, and
even donations to the developing world.
Hold may or may not be the next big thing; but
what is important is that start-ups are being
created and features are being implemented to
help people control their technology use. This
is likely to lead to a reduction in use, at least
for some services at some points in the day.

See real life,
not a filter
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Winners:

Brands who already own the wellness and health
space are best placed to offer tools and advice
to people looking to control their device usage,
including FMCG and sportswear brands. Sociable
brands like restaurants, outdoor activity and live
entertainment companies can help people to
connect more in real life.

Losers:

Brands with only digital touchpoints could lose out,
especially if they are not particularly strong in terms
of usability or enjoyment. If people are cutting their
repertoire of sites or their friend lists, these could be
the ones who suffer.

Implications:

If people start to cut down the time they spend with
screens, especially phones, they will concentrate on
a smaller number of services and apps. Usage will
be more intensive, and less casual – for example
15 minutes of messaging at lunchtime, rather than
answering messages as they arrive, and less patient
when looking for entertaining content.
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About Carat
Carat is a market-leading, intelligence-led, media agency
and RECMA’s #1 ranked global media agency group for 11
of the past 12 reports. The business draws on over 10,000
experts globally to deliver diverse media solutions for
clients, operating across 190+ offices in 135+ countries. Key
global clients include General Motors, Diageo, Kellogg’s,
Mondelez, Philips, P&G, Coca-Cola and Mastercard.
Carat is part of Dentsu Aegis Network, which is Innovating
the Way Brands Are Built for its clients through best-inclass expertise and capabilities in media, digital and
creative communications services. Dentsu Aegis Network
is headquartered in London and operates in 145 countries
worldwide with more than 40,000 dedicated specialists.
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